STMA Regional Educational Event a Success

(continued from page 1)

Tony Leonard, Director of Grounds for the Philadelphia Eagles, who hosted the event, his assistant Dan Shemesh, and Dr. Sorochan conducted a tour of the field and discussed the equipment used and the overall field management practices.

Mike Boekholder, head groundskeeper for the Philadelphia Phillies, showcased his field, highlighting specific recovery techniques he has been implementing over the past two weeks since the June 14 Jimmy Buffet concert.

A ‘Chapter Challenge’ was conducted that tested a team from each chapter on agronomic questions. The winning chapter, VSTMA, won a registration to the STMA Annual Conference, to be held Jan. 13-17, 2009 in San José. Philadelphia Eagles and STMA merchandise also was given away during a raffle.

See you at Expo 2008 in December!
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